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Gta san andreas all cheats download pdf free windows 10 pc full

Parachute: AIYPWZQP or LETSGOBASEJUMPING Instantly spawns a parachute for you. With countless player, vehicle and world effects to choose from, we have you covered. Raise Wanted Level: TURNUPTHEHEAT or OSRBLHH Adds two stars to your wanted level. All Traffic Vehicles are Pink: PINKISTHENEWCOOL or LLQPFBN All cars turn the
color pink. Taxis Have Nitrous and Hydraulics: VKYPQCF or TAXINITRO All taxis have Nitrous Oxide Systems, and jump when you press the button for the horn. : Before you begin using cheat codes, you should create a save of your game. Kinky Theme: BEKKNQV or LOVECONQUERSALL CJ wears a gimp suit and all PEDS are either prostitutes or
pimps. Spawn Quadbike: AKJJYGLC or FOURWHEELFUN Spawns a quad bike. Spawn Monster: AGBDLCID or MONSTERMASH Spawns the 'Monster'... In the Definitive Edition, entering this code will actually activate the 'Always Midnight' cheat. Also, it doesn't affect motorcycles. No, using any cheat code will disable Achievements for the remainder
of that session. The jetpack is one of the most popular cheat codes for GTA: San Andreas. Big Head Mode: EXPANDDOME This is a new cheat introduced in the Definitive Edition and works in that version only. Does not work in the Definitive Edition (see 'Sunny' cheat below instead). Sunny Weather: MGHXYR or SCOTTISHSUMMER The in-game
weather is sunny. Spawn Bloodring Banger: CQZIJMB or OLDSPEEDDEMON Spawns the 'Bloodring Banger' demolition car. Give Weapons 2: KJKSZPJ or PROFESSIONALSKIT Knife, desert eagle, sawn-off shotgun, TEC 9, M4 Carbine, sniper rifle, flamethrower, fire extinguisher, and grenades are added to your weapons arsenal. Overcast Weather:
ALNSFMZO or DULLDULLDAY The in-game weather is overcast. Spawn Rancher: JQNTDMH or DOUGHNUTHANDICAP Spawns the 'Rancher' SUV. Maximum Sex Appeal: EHIBXQS or HELLOLADIES Everyone is attracted to CJ. Using cheat codes will deactivate achievements, so you need to have a restore point for when you intend to play without
cheats again. Recruit Anyone 2: SSOXFSQ or ROCKETMAYHEM You can recruit anyone as a gang member, and they will be armed with a rocket launcher. Six-Star Wanted Level: LJSPQK or BRINGITON Get an instant 6-star wanted level. That's correct, 13 cheats were removed. Perfect Handling: PGGOMOY or STICKLIKEGLUE All vehicles will
handle much better than usual. Maximum Fat: BTCDBCB or WHOATEALLTHEPIES CJ is made as fat as possible. CJ also wears country clothing. Makes everyone's heads larger. Cars Drive on Water: GKPNMQ or DRIVEONWATER Cars turn into boats, in that they can drive on water. Spawn Tanker: AMOMHRER or HITTHEROADJACK Spawns a
tanker truck with a bonus attached tanker trailer. Give Weapons 1: LXGIWYL or THUGSARMOURY Brass knuckles, baseball bat, 9mm, shotgun, Micro SMG, AK-47, Rifle, rocket launcher, molotov cocktail, and spray paint are added to your weapons arsenal. : To activate the cheat you need to type in the associated code during regular gameplay.
Pedestrian Wars: AJLOJYQY or ROUGHNEIGHBOURHOOD PEDS will fight each other. Hitman: NCSGDAG or PROFESSIONALKILLER Raises your level for all weapons to Hitman. Spawn Hydra: JUMPJET Spawns the 'Hydra' attack plane. Maximum Vehicle Skill Stats: VQIMAHA or NATURALTALENT You get perfect driving, flying, biking, and cycling
stats. Infinite Ammo: WANRLTW or FULLCLIP You get infinite ammunition for your weapons, but so do pedestrians! Infinite Health / Invincibility: BAGUVIX or CAINEMVHZC CJ becomes invincible. Keep this guide handy for all your GTA San Andreas PC cheat code needs. Free Aim in Cars: OUIQDMW or IWANNADRIVEBY You can free aim with your
weapon inside cars. Time Passes Faster: YSOHNUL or TIMEJUSTFLIESBY In-game time (i.e. the clock) will pass faster. So, you need to make a fresh save each time before you use cheats. Pedestrian Riot: IOJUFZN or STATEOFEMERGENCY Pedestrians start running amuck and rioting. Only Gangs in Streets: BIFBUZZ or BETTERSTAYINDOORS
There are no citizens or cops in the streets, just gang members. All Traffic Vehicles are Sports Cars: GUSNHDE or EVERYONEISRICH All cars turn into sports cars. Spawn Dozer: EEGCYXT or ITSALLBULL Spawns the 'Dozer' bulldozer. Adrenaline: MUNASEF or ANOSEONGLASS Slows down time, increases player resistance, melee damage and
aiming accuracy. Recruit Anyone 1: SJMAHPE or WANNABEINMYGANG You can recruit anyone, and they will be armed with a 9mm pistol. Minimum Fat and Muscle: KVGYZQK or LEANANDMEAN CJ becomes very skinny and loses muscle too. Spawn Hotring Racer 1: PDNEJOH or VROCKPOKEY Spawns Hotring Racer A variant, a racing car. Also
repairs your vehicle if you're in one. Note, however, it doesn't protect CJ from explosions, drowning, falling, or gunfire from police helicopters. Elvis Theme: ASBHGRB or BLUESUEDESHOES All pedestrians are Elvis. Destroy All Cars: CPKTNWT or ALLCARSGOBOOM All cars within a close range of CJ are instantly blown up. World Effect Cheats
Always 21:00 With Orange Sky: OFVIAC or DONTBRINGONTHENIGHT The time is locked at 9pm in-game. Beach Party Theme: CIKGCGX or LIFESABEACH All cars become beach cars, pedestrians wear bikinis, and CJ wears shorts and flipflops. Cars Float Away When Hit: BSXSGGC or BUBBLECARS Cars will float away if you hit them. Yes, there is
13 cheat codes removed and the 'DOTHEPIMPCHEAT' cheat added. Sandstorm: CWJXUOC or SANDINMYEARS A sandstorm hits you in-game. Slow Down Gameplay: LIYOAAY or SLOWITDOWN Gameplay is slowed down (slow-mo). Suicide: SZCMAWO or GOODBYECRUELWORLD CJ will instantly die. Give Weapons 3: UZUMYMW or NUTTERSTOYS
Chainsaw, silenced 9mm, SPAS 12, MP5, M4 Carbine, sniper rifle, heat-seeking rocket launcher, and satchel bomb are added to your weapons arsenal. Pedestrians Attack 1: BAGOWPG or STOPPICKINGONME PEDS will attack you, armed with rocket launchers! Pedestrians Attack 2: BGLUAWML or ATTACKOFTHEVILLAGEPEOPLE PEDS will attack
you, armed with guns. Super Jump: LFGMHAL or KANGAROO CJ is able to jump much higher than normal. Spawn Vortex: KGGGDKP or IWANTTOHOVER Spawns the 'Vortex,' a hovercraft. Your Car is Invincible: TOUCHMYCARYOUDIE or JCNRUAD Your car is invincible, and as a bonus, you can instantly destroy other vehicles by touching them. Fast
Gameplay: PPGWJHT or SPEEDITUP Gameplay is made faster. Traffic Lights Stay Green: DONTTRYANDSTOPME or ZEIIVG Traffic lights are always green. Activating cheat codes in the PC version of Grand Theft Auto San Andreas (including the Rockstar Launcher version bundled in GTA: The Trilogy - The Definitive Edition) is easy and involves just
a few simple steps. All Traffic Vehicles are Junk Cars: EVERYONEISPOOR or BGKGTJH All cars turn into junk cars. $250,000, Full Health, and Full Armor: HESOYAM or INEEDSOMEHELP Instantly receive $250K cash, full health and armor. Cars Have Nitrous Oxide Systems: COXEFGU or SPEEDFREAK All cars are equipped with NOS. Jetpack:
YECGAA or ROCKETMAN Instantly spawns a jetpack for you. Spawn Stunt Plane: URKQSRK or FLYINGTOSTUNT Spawns a stunt plane. Bike Super Jump: JHJOECW or CJPHONEHOME CJ can do giant bunny hops 100 feet (30 meters) in the air. Infinite Lung Capacity: CVWKXAM or MANFROMATLANTIS Allows you to remain underwater without
drowning. Plus, all 4-wheeled vehicles have hydraulics. CJ is also armed with a katana. Spawn Hunter: OHDUDE Spawns the 'Hunter' attack helicopter. No Pedestrians and Low Traffic: THGLOJ or GHOSTTOWN There are no pedestrians on the street and very little traffic. Pedestrians Have Weapons: FOOOXFT or SURROUNDEDBYNUTTERS All
pedestrians are armed. : GTA San Andreas includes a massive list of cheats (thanks Rockstar), with more codes than the vast majority of games. Spawn Rhino Tank: AIWPRTON or TIMETOKICKASS Spawns the 'Rhino' tank. Multiple cheats can be used simultaneously, so pick the code or codes you want to use from our list. Don't pause the game and
don't worry when CJ responds to your keyboard commands, that's normal - just type in the cheat. When you deactivate this cheat, the time that passed is added to the current time. : A small notification will appear at the top of your screen if you have followed this guide and successfully entered the cheat code. Note, the infinite health cheat prevents
this from working. Spawn Stretch: KRIJEBR or CELEBRITYSTATUS Spawns a stretch limousine. Lower Wanted Level: TURNDOWNTHEHEAT or ASNAEB Removes all stars from your wanted level. The first code is for the original version, the second is for the Definitive Edition. Spawn Trashmaster: UBHYZHQ or TRUEGRIME Spawns a 'Trashmaster'
garbage truck. Prostitutes Pay You: DOTHEPIMPCHEAT Instead of paying prostitutes, they will pay you. This cheat works in the Definitive Edition only. Carnival Theme: PRIEBJ or CRAZYTOWN Pedestrians are clowns and fast food workers, CJ wears a clown outfit, and all traffic vehicles are one of: Pizza Boy, BF Injection, Hotknife, Tug, Quad, and
Hotdog. Very Sunny Weather: ICIKPYH or TOODAMNHOT The in-game weather is extra sunny. CJ Never Becomes Hungry: AEDUWNV or IAMNEVERHUNGRY CJ never needs to eat again while this cheat is active. Maximum Respect: OGXSDAG or WORSHIPME CJ is respected by everyone. All Traffic Vehicles are Black: SOLONGASITSBLACK or
IOWDLAC All cars turn the color black. monster truck. Just not this doesn't work in race or chase missions. Stormy Weather: AUIFRVQS or STAYINANDWATCHTV The in-game weather becomes stormy. Yakuza Theme: AFPHULTL or NINJATOWN Triad members spawn in the streets with katanas, and black vehicles fill the streets. Foggy Weather:
CFVFGMJ or CANTSEEWHEREIMGOING The in-game weather is foggy. Spawn Hotring Racer 2: VPJTQWV or JUSTTRYANDSTOPME Spawns Hotring Racer B variant, a racing car. Super Punch: IAVENJQ or STINGLIKEABEE CJ gains extremely strong melee abilities, and so do pedestrians. Rural Theme: FVTMNBZ or HICKSVILLE All vehicles turn
into farming vehicles and NPCs wear rural clothing. Yes, if you are playing the Definitive Edition and are using a compatible game controller then you can use either the PlayStation or Xbox console cheat codes. Does not work in the Definitive Edition. Lock Wanted Level: AEZAKMI or IDOASIPLEASE Locks your wanted level at its current star value.
Spawn Romero: AQTBCODX or WHERESTHEFUNERAL Spawns the 'Romero,' a hearse. Always Midnight: XJVSNAJ or NIGHTPROWLER The in-game time is locked to midnight, 0:00. They are: Adrenaline, CJ Never Becomes Hungry, Infinite Health / Invincibility, Flying Cars, Cars Float Away When Hit, Invisible Cars, Vehicle Gun Aiming, Kinky
Theme, Rural Theme, Yakuza Theme, Recruit Anyone 2, Fast Gang Member Spawns and Sunny Weather. Pedestrian Cheats Aggressive Drivers / Traffic: YLTEICZ or ALLDRIVERSARECRIMINALS All drivers become extremely aggressive on the roads. Maximum Muscle: JYSDSOD or BUFFMEUP CJ gains the most muscle possible in the game. Spawn
Caddy: RZHSUEW or 18HOLES Spawns the 'Caddy,' a golf cart. Flying Boats: AFSNMSMW or FLYINGFISH Boats can fly! Flying Cars: RIPAZHA or CHITTYCHITTYBANGBANG Cars can fly! Does not work in the Definitive Edition.. Gang Cheats Fast Gang Member Spawns: MROEMZH or ONLYHOMIESALLOWED Pedestrians are replaced with gang
members. Invisible Cars: XICWMD or WHEELSONLYPLEASE All cars will become invisible, except for their wheels.
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